
FULL-SCALE ENGIME RESEARCH

Part I - Research Techniques and Facilities

by Eo Wo Conrad and Martin Jo Saari, Jro

During your visit here today you will see several examples of our
research efforts aimed at the improvement of components for jet engineso
Closely related to this component research is our work with the full
loale engine which is necessary because of the llIlny problems that
occur when all of these components are assembled into a complete engine 0
I would, therefore» like to discuss some of the objectives, techniques
employed and facilities used in our full-scale engine researcho
(CS-890')

To better appreciate some of these problems, let us focus our
ttention on this cutaway turbojet engine (right of stage)o We see

that the engin~ is composed of many components, the principal among
which are the compressor, combustor, turbine and exhaust nozzleo It
should also be realize~ that when the engine is installed in an airplane,
a duct with an air inlet is attached to the front end of the engineo

ow, though each of these components may be designed and developed to
operate perfectly as individual units, we find that they may not
operate satisfactorily in the environment and conditions created by
the neighboring components 0 For example, the flow leaving the com
pressor may be so distorted or uneven as to materially reduce the
efficiency of the combustor or to create localized hot regions that
may destroy the turbine bladeso Similarly, the inlet duct may influence
the operation of the compressor in such a way as to cause it to stall
or surge, resulting in blade failures or loss of power outputo Other
typical research problems involving the full-scale engine are combustor
blow-out at high altitude, overheating of the critical parts of the
engine, or unstable action of the automatic control systemo

To discover and solve these many problems in the laboratory before
an engine reaches the production stage obviously saves an enormous
amount of time and efforto It further serves to guide and establish
realistic research objectives for our future work on advanced co~

ponentso

To carry out this research with full-scale engines requires some
large facilities and several different techniques are used» each
applicable to a particular type of problemo These techniques are
listed in this next slide (CS-8898)0 They are:

10 Direct-connect
20 Free-jet
30 Supersonic wind tunnels
4 0 Flight tests

The direct-connect technique is t~e simplest and most direct method
and is used to study the internal performance or the engineo As shawn



next slide (CS-8903), the engine, in this case a ra~jet
D g is mounted inside a test cliamber on a thrust stand with the
duet oonnected direotly to the engine 0 The pressure and tem
ture of the air in this duct are maintained at the same values

exist in actual high speed f1ighto The pressure of the test
er is maintained at the desired altitude pressureo Thus the
e performs as if it were operating at high altitudeo

me thod permits study of problems related to the engine
elf, it does not simulate the conditions existing in the complete
inlet systemo To study these effects introduced by the air inlet,
tree-jet technique shown in the next slide (CS-8904) is usedo This

thod is similar to the direct-connect method except that the inlet
at is replaced by a nozzle which produces a supersonic jet of airo
u the air inlet of the engine is complete 1y submerged within a

.tre&m of air that simulates supersonic flight at high a1titudeo
!hi free-jet technique is being used at the present time in a study
r two -research versions· of ra~jet engines in these two test

chambers (open lids on test cells to left and right of audience)o

The installation on your left is illustrated schematically in
this slide (CS-8904)o Such an engine, with a straight symmetrical
inlet duct, will be used on a missile of this type (Spot model, off
tage, left center)o The installation on your right is illustrated

by this next slide (CS-8902)o In this case the engin~ inlet is
e i-circular in shape and consequently the supersonic nozzle is
also of semi-circular cross sectiono Such an inlet, with its curved
air duct, would be used in a missile like this (spot model, off stage,
right center) where the engine is buried in the fuselageo From this
briet description it is seen that the free-jet technique is a refine

nt of the direct-connect method in that it permits the study of the
internal performance of the complete power plant system, including
the air inlet ducto

The newest and largest facility in which these two techniques
are used is the Propulsion System8 Laboratory in which you are now
ae tedo This facility is illustrated by this construction model
(spot model, upper left center)o The two test chambers, in which our
r~jet engines are installed, are located hereo All of this remaining

quipment is used to provide the proper environment for the test engin~8o

The air is delivered at high pressure by several compressors located in
this Equipment Buildingo Also located in this building are air driers,
refrigeration turbine and air heaters 0 The low pressure in the test
chamber required for altitude simulation is provided by several large
auotion pumps or exhaus'ters in this bui1dingo The extremely hot
exhaust gases from the engine are oooled by these large ooolers
before.. passing into ,the exhau8 ters 0

With this facility, and our direct-conneot and free-jet teohniquee,
we canp you will recall., study the internal performanoe of complete
engines and. their aasociated inlet.,,,', A limtation of the free-jet
teohnique is~ of couree., that the supersonic stre&m is only a little
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1 rger than the air inlet of the engine itself and thus does not
allow the study of problems associated with the external flow over
th complete engine installationo Therefore p the effect of spillage .
ot air around the inlet or of external flaw on the performance of
t engine exhaust nozzle cannot be evaluated by this techniqu80

To study these and other similar problems, supersonic wind
tunnels are usedo In the wind tunnel shown in this slide (CS-8905)
the. ,.upersonic stream fills the entire test section and· is p there
r rep much larger than the engine installedp which permits study of
th external aerodyna~cso

In our 8- by 6~foot supersonic tunnel shown by this construotion
model (spot model p extreme upper left of stage)p the test section
ia located at this pointo Air at supersonic speeds is forced
through the 8- by 6-foot test section by this 87 pOOO horsepower
compressoro The velocity of the air in the test section can be
Taried from 1! to 2 times the speed of sound by adjustment of the
flexible walls of the test sectiono The air entering the tunnel is
dried by adsorption in this huge building to insure proper flow
oonditions in the test sectiono During operation of the tunnel p as
much as I ton of water is removed from the air each minuteo

To accommodate larger engines at still higher air speeds p a new
faoility depicted by this model (spot model D lower left of stage)p
is now under constructiono This faoility is a part of our nation's
Unitary Tunnels Programo The test section of this tunnel is 10 by
10 feet and is looa~ed in this buildingo The air is forced through
the test section at speeds between 2 and 3! times the speed of sound
by these two large axial-flow compressors whioh have a total power
absorption of 250 p OOO horsepowero It will be noted that because of
the larger test seotion and the higher air speeds p the power con...
eumption of this tunnel is approximately three times that required by
the 8- by 6~foot supersonic tunnelo The unique thing about this
tunnel is that it can be operated either as a closed... circuit tunnel
or as an open-cirouit tunnelo For propulsion research where fuel is
burned in the test engine p the tunnel will be operated as an open
oircuit tunnelo In this case the air would be drawn into the tunnel
cirouit through this large air drier p through this first compressor p

through the test sectionp and then through the second compressor p
after which the air is eje cted into the atmosphere thr ough this
large exhaust stacko For research problems where fuel is not burned
in the test engine p the tunnel may be converted into a closed-circuit
tunnel by the op&~ation of this large Tdlve and p thereforepthe air
would follow a olosed path around the tunnelo With this mode of
operation p somewhat larger ranges of altitude conditions could be
obtained in the test sectiono

Just a.,the components of an engine must finally be proven in
the engine itselfp so must the complete engine be proven in flighto
You will recall that the fourth method of full-scale engine re8~arch

Was that of flight testingo The next speaker will discuss some of
the general aspects of our full-scale flight research worko
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- Flight Tests of Full-Scale Ra~Jet Engines

by John Ho Disher and Leonard Rabb

A the previous speaker pointed out, in order to obtain a com-
te performance evaluation of an engine, actual flight tests are
ired in addition to tests under simulated conditioD4o Conditions
h are encountered in flight and which cannot readily be simulated

lude high acceleration, with rapidly changing altitude and Mach

order to obtain these flight data on one important type of
~~~~, the ram jet p the NACA has flown a series of ram-jet propelled,
ilotlels models similar to these on the stage (left)o Now, before
oing on to discuss these flight tests, let us consider the character
tics of a ram-jet engineo A schematic diagram of a supersonic ram
t i shawn here (overhead, center)o

The ram-jet engine, in contrast with the turbojet engine, has
moving air compressor and depends on forward velocity to compress
-ram" air into the engine 0 The air is slowed down in the engine

t ser with a resulting increase in pressureo Heat is added to
~ compressed air in a combustion chamber, and the heated air dis

r e from an exit nozzle in a steady stream at a high velocityp
thrust forceo It is apparent that at zero speed, the

ine ha zero thrust and some means must be provided for obtaining
initial speed required for operationo Launching the model
the ground with booster rockets, or launching from an airplane

two methods that may be used to obtain this initial velocityo

The NACA has used both of these methods ror launching ra~je~

ineso Typical altitude time histories for both the air-launched
d ground-launched models are shawn in this slide (08-8900)0 The

ir-launched models start off at high altitude and low Mach number
and reach maximum speed near sea levalo The ground-launched models,
n the other hand, accelerate upward and reach maximum speed at high

altitude 0

e have a brief movie showing the two mthods of launchingo First
.. ground launch firing wi 11 be showno The model you will. see is
liDdlar to this one on the stageo The model is a twin engine ram-jet
propelled vehicleo The two engines are mounted to the tail surfacei
o the vehicle and are about 7 inphes in diametero (Movie) Here
t model is shown as it is brought to the launching ramp, and here
it i on the ramp ready for firi~o The booster rooket is in tandem
ith the modelo The booster will accelerate the model to a Mach

number of about 202 after which ~~ booster separates and ram jets
take overo The model reaches an altitude of over 100,000 feet during
th t1ighto (End movieo)
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The air-launched engines have been either 16 inches in diameter p

thi one (standing off-stage right) or 10 inches in diameter as
• ller one (on stage p extreme right)o The larger engines have
used for gasoline fuel tests while the smaller engines are used

experimental fuels of limited availabilityo

film sequenc8 p air launching of engines similar to
a i8 shawn 0 (MOvie) Here the plane is shawn in flight with a
inoh engine under the wing 0 The engine is ignited on the aiT-
e and released after satisfactory operation is observedo Now

e one of the smaller eng mes on the launching plane 0 The
in is again ignited and observed before releaseo Launching
rl at about 35 g 000 feet altitude and the models reach sea level

bout 40 seconds after release from the carrier planeo (Movie offo)

Bow there is little point in flying these pilotless models unless
can know accurately how the engine is performing throughout the

11 hto (Pick up telemeter unit from shelf at right)$ To do this we
e equipment called a telemeter, which is contained in the forward
rt of the engine isl and p or centerbodyi of the air-launohed models

or in the fuselage of the ground-launohed vehicleso A telemeter
unit is simply a small g highly refined radio transmitter which is
e8igned to transmit data rather than voice or musico The radio
ignal transmitted changes systematically with variations in the

ntities measuredo It is possible to transmit virtually any
aaured quantity by this means with an accuracy comparable to that

Dt ined with conventional instru.m!!lntationo This particular telemeter
Is' equipped to transmit eight pressure and acceleration measurementso
Th telemeter is on the ,air right now and the transmitted signal for
one of the pressure measurements is being picked up by a reoeiver
behind the stage and fed into this oscilloscope (right center)o Watch
th signal change as I change the pressureo Although here the signal
i. only transmitted a few feet p and the transmitter is stationarYi
aocurate results have been obtained while the models are travelling
through space at a velocity of over 4000 miles per hour 0 The data

recorded at ground receiving stations on rolls of photographic
p per like this (hold up section of chart record)o Here is an
xcerpt from a typicai recordo A one-second time interval has

been indicatedo Each measurement is represented by a 8eparate lineo
The change in conditions here (point to right end of chart) were p

in this particular case p caused by the model running out of fuel
and starting to s low down 0

During the past several ye~r~ that these flight tests have been
in progress g we have demonstrat~d'the value of full Bcale engine tests
by the free flight techniqueo S1gAif~cant increases in fuel econo~p

ch number p and range bave b,~~'p~8~rvedo One of the interesting
phase. of our ram-jet research has been the oontrol problemo This
SUbject will be disou8sed by the next speaker p lIro

. ~ I.... " '. '. f • .'
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Part III - Ram Jet Controls

by Seymour Co Himmel and Fred Ao Wilcox

The purpose of this P!1as8',of our discussion of full-scale engine
research is to acquaint you w;ith some of theproblems associated with
the control of supersonic engines 0 To help us in this discussion we

ve a number of visual aids up here on the platformo In addition to
the model of the ram-jet engine (o~rhead) there are several gages
(left center) to indicate the op~rating conditions of the engine p and
over here (right center) p a throttle which enables me to change the
operating point of the engine~

Mro briefly described the operation of the engine and
I would like to discuss the operation of the air intake system a
little more deeplyo The inlet of,the ram jet is the compressor for
the engine and as Mro noted p it has no moving parts and com-
presses the air by slowing it dowuo You can bring this to mind perHaps
by recalling what you feel when you put your hand out the window of
a moving automobile 0 You feel a force acting on your hand because
your hand is slowing down an air stream which results in an increase
in the pressure of the air and thus the air pushes on your hando The

&me sort of thing happens in the inle t of a ram jet and as long as
we are flying at subsonic speeds the transition from velocity to
pressure occurs gradually and smoothly along the length of the
diffusaro Once we attain'supersonic flight speeds an entirely new
phenomenon arises ~- this is the phenomenon of shock waveso A shock
wave is a very abrupt transition from velocity to pressure and it
occurs in an extremely short distanceo

In the inlet of a ram~jet engine there are two such shock wave 0

The first of these originates at the tip of the inlet cone or spike
and is oblique to the air streamo The second is located within the
diffuser and is at right angles or normal to the air streamo The
over-all compression provided by the diffuser depends on the location
of the normal shock wave and this in turn depends only on the rate at
which we are burning fuel in the combustion chamber 0 As we increase
the fuel flow $) the intensity of the c ombus ti on pro cess increases and
the normal shock moves forward$) providing the increased pressure
required to force the now further expanded products of combustion
out the exhaust nozzleo At the same time you may have noticed that
the thrust of the engine increasedo This process oontinues as I
continue to increase the fuel flow to the engine until such a point
that the normal shock is at the cowl lipo At this condition the

. I

diffuser is produ~i~ the .~iJFUJll pr~••ure whi~ 1t is capable or
providing$) and &nf f\,Jrther ~l1cr~~lIe, in f~l flow cannot provide the
increase of press~~ ne~~ed ~Q pu~h ~pe galel Qut the nozzleo The
only thing that o~ h..t>~~n !i ,~Qr '1;~' e~~~, ~~:,.4se lesl alro It
does"this g as I iJi9re,.,e ~ ~~~ rl~g by ~XJ>;lling the norqll
shook and spilli~ the eXOe88 air about the omrlo .
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Under these conditions g the fl~w ~ntering the engine frequently
mes uns·table and the expelled normal .hock oscillates as you can

-.flo Further increaae of fuel 1'1CM' merely pushes the normal shock
turther forward and in an 'ltc-tual' engine- ..the- oscillations -become

re severeo These oscillations can become sufficie~tl~ bad that
it either blows out the flames in the combustion ch~beri org worse
yetg can structurally damage the engine 0

You perhaps noticed that as I increased the fuel flow b~ond

required to place the shock at the cowl lip the thrust no longer
increasedo Observe now g as I decrease the fue~ flow g that the thrust
does not start to change its va~~e untll the shock reaches the cowl
lipo Therefore g at this cond~tio~p we have a maximum thrust at the
least expenditure of fuel flow for this thrust and hence the most
efficient operating point for the engine g and one which would provide
a missile with maximum rangeo

We do not expect to have a pilot to operate the fuel throttle on
a flying ram-jet engine and therefore we must provide an automatic
con~rol system to obtain the desired engine operationo To do this
we can use the position of the normal shook within the inlet to
provide an indication of the performance of the engineo

(Drop movie screen to expose animated automatic controlo) We
have here a schematic representation 01' a control system based on
the shock positioning principleo Because we want to have the most
efficient operation of the engine, we desire to position the shock

t the cowl lipo To determine when the normal shock is at the cowl
lip we measure a pressure at this point (on conical spike of engine
Qverhead)0 This pressure is transmitted to the interior of this
bellows and the value of the pressure is indicated on the pressure
gage to your lefto

When the shock is within the diffuser g the pressure at the cowl
lip is law~ because as you will recall g there is a pressure rise across
the normal shock and we are measuring the pressure in front of the
shock now o This law pressure causes the bellows to collapse, which
closes an electrical circuit to an automatic throttle valve p calling
for an increase in the fue I rate to the engine because we want the
shock to move forwardo As the ruel rate is increase d,the norml
shock is driven forward until it passes the cowl lipo When the shock
passes the c owl lip the pressure at the maasur ing point increases
because we are nCJW masuring the pressure behind a normal shocko
This higher pressureoauses the bellows to rise, closing another
electrical ciroult g Which calls for a decrease in fuel rate because
now the shock is too tar forwardo

We have arranged to be able to simulate the auto_tic action
of this control system a8 it would occur in an actual r~jet engine
in flighto The normal shock is now well forward and the measured
pressure is high aDd the control is calling for a decrease in fuel flowo
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. n we throw the system into automatic simulation, the fuel flow will
diately start te decrease ,the the normal shock will move rear-

d and settle out at the c owl lip after os cillating about this
oiDto Now ·we will throw the' system on "automatic" (operates lower

1e rr right oenter) 0 With the shock at -the oawl lip ..e have the
d ired maximum thrust- at ~nimum fue 1 flaw tor this thrust and the
control is calling for neither an increase nor a deorease in fuel
rate 0

This oontrol system and otb.·ers have been suoo-essfully applied
t the opera.tion of a full-scale ram'" jet eng ine in the 8- by 8-foot
supersonic Wind Tunnel over a wide range of flight conditions 0

Thus far we have disoussed a oontrol for an engine operating at
a fixed flight speed: in particular~ the design speed at the inleto
This is only a part of the problem beoaus-e engines will have to fly
at speeds other than design~ as a matter of tact, over quite a wide
range 0f flight speedso When an inlet is operating at a speed other
than design9 it is not very efficient, and to obtain efficient opera
tion over a range of flight speeds, we must provide certain adjustable
features in the inlet systemo This further complicates an already
oomplex control problem for the inlet control must be linked to an
already complicated engine controle

We have here above us (on hoist above backdrop) a turbojet
engine installation whose inlet system incorporates some of the
adjustable features required for efficient supersonic flighto This
ia the first complete turbojet installation to operate in an air
stream at Mach number 2eOo These tests were recently conducted in
the 8- by 6-foot Supersonic Wind Tunnele

The adjustable features in this inlet are two in number 0 The
first is the inlet cone or spike which is located up forward on the
engine ~ is painted red,!) and has a couple of lI'hite bands encir1)lillg
ito This spike can move back and forth in an axial directiono In
its present position it is set for operation at speeds from take-off
to about Mach 1 0 50 As the flight speed exceeds this value the spike
must be continuously moved forward in this manner (spike is moved
by remote control) until at Maoh 2 0 0 g the l'DB.ximwn speed for this
particular installationg it is in its most farward positiono

The 8 econd adjustable feature or this inlet try tam is a bypass
door which is located on top of the inlet just forward ot the sllpport
strut and is painted red. The purpose ot this bypass door is to
11ia.1ntain the normal shock at the cawl lip under all engine and flight
oonditions, for in this manner the engine produces thrust most
etfioientlyo It does this by opening up to dump overboard air
which the eng ine cannot us e 0

During the test program on this engine the spike and the bypass
doar were operated by control systems of the shock positioning type
sWIar to that demonstrated for the ram-jet engineo The only
difference was that the controls actuated the mechanisms required
to move the bypass door and the spike rather than the fuel throttleo
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This discussion or the supersonic control problem has~ of
necessityD been limi-ted 0 Iii does i hmrever i serTe to illustrate
one range. or investigation which p -tegether -wi1:h -those' coneerniBg
oomponent ini;eraotion in tu1"biM t111:gines suoh as iheae.a:nd altitude
performanCe. requires NACA research on full-soale enginee in altitude
test chambers such as those on either side of uSs> supers'onic wind
tunnels such as those depicted by these construotion models» and

011 the free flight ranges e Thank youo
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